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Abstract—Data mining has become a process of significant 

interest in recent years due to explosive rate of the accumulation 

of data. It is used to discover potentially valuable implicit 

knowledge from the large transactional databases. Association 

rule mining is one of the well known techniques of data mining. 

It typically aims at discovering associations between attributes 

in the large databases. The first and the most influential 

traditional algorithm for association rule discovery is Apriori. 

Multiple scans of database, generation of large number of 

candidates item set and discovery of interesting rules are the 

main challenging issues for the improvement of Apriori 

algorithm. Therefore in order to decrease the multiple scanning 

of database, a new method of association rule mining using 

pattern generation is proposed in this paper. This method 

involves three steps. First, patterns are generated using items 

from the transaction database. Second, frequent item set is 

obtained using these patterns. Finally association rules are 

derived. The performance of this method is evaluated with the 

traditional Apriori algorithm. It shows that behavior of the 

proposed method is much more similar to Apriori algorithm 

with less memory space and reduction in multiple times 

scanning of database. Thus it is more efficient than the 

traditional Apriori algorithm. 

 

Index Terms—Data Mining, Association Rule Mining, 

Frequent Item Set 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Association rule mining [5] is used to find interesting 

trends and patterns in the large dataset. An association 

rule is an implication or if-then-rule which is supported 

by data. A typical association rule example is “90 percent 

of all customers who buy bread and butter also buy milk". 

The motivation for development of association rules is 

market basket analysis which analyzes customer behavior 

in terms of the purchased products. Association rules 

describe how often items are purchased together. When a 

customer passes through a point of sale, the contents of 

his market basket are registered. This results in large 

collections of market basket data which provide 

information about which items were sold and, in 

particular, which combinations of items were sold. Thus 

it is the way of finding unsuspected relationship for 

decision making process by generating frequent item sets. 

Frequent item sets are those that occur at least a user-

given number of times (referred as minimum support 

threshold) in the database. Such type of rules can be 

useful for important business decisions like product 

pricing, promotions, store layout etc. Association rule 

discovery will simply recover the likelihoods for any item 

to be purchased. Association rule mining algorithms are 

broadly characterized by its strategy to traverse the search 

space i.e. Breadth First Search (BFS)/Depth First Search 

(DFS) and strategy to determine support values of item 

sets i.e. counting occurrences or intersection. Apriori 

algorithm [18] is the most popular algorithm for mining 

association rules which comprises generation of frequent 

item set and discovery of association rules. Multiple 

scans of database, generation of large number of 

candidates item set and discovery of interesting rules are 

the main challenging issues for the improvement of 

Apriori algorithm. To address these issues many 

researchers developed several methods to improve the 

performance of association rule mining using different 

strategies [28] like BFS and counting occurrences, BFS 

and intersecting, DFS and counting occurrences, DFS and 

intersecting. In this paper, an attempt is made to propose 

a new method of association rule mining using pattern 

generation to address the issue of multiple scans of 

database. It uses strategy with both counting occurrences 

and intersection together to determine support values of 

item sets. 

A. Mining Association Rules 

Mathematical model used to describe association rule 

mining is represented by item sets and associations [5]. 

Let I = {i1, i2… im } be set of items. D be the set of 

transactions, where each transaction T is set of items such 

that T ₵ I. The quantities of items are not considered but 

the items are numbered as 1…d. Item sets of T are then 

sets of integers between 0 and d. The item sets are 

represented by bit vectors where item j is present in the 

corresponding item set of T if the jth bit is set. Each 

transaction is associated with an identifier called Tid. 

Consider the example with the items pen, ink, milk and 

juice with item numbers 1, 2, 3 and 4 respectively.  

The transaction containing pen, ink and juice is then 

represented by the bit vector (1 1 0 1). From the bit vector 

it is clear which elements are in item set of T and which 

are not. The database D is represented as a bit matrix 

where each row corresponds to an item set for transaction 

T and the columns correspond to the items. For example 

transactional database for purchase shown in “Table 1” 

can be represented by the bit matrix shown in “Table 2”. 

The rule x → y holds in transaction set D with confidence 

c if c% of transactions in D that contain x also contain y. 

The rule has support s in transaction set D if A of 

transactions in D contain x Ù y. Confidence denotes the 

strength of implication and support indicates the 
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frequencies of the occurring patterns in the rule. The 

proportion of transactions in D for which this rule holds 

is called the confidence and it is defined formally as C (x 

→ y) = s(x V y) / s(x), where C represents confidence 

and s represents support. A strong rule is given by a rule 

x → y for which x V y is frequent, i.e., s(x V y) ≥ min-

supp and c(x → y) ≥ min-conf. The constants min-supp 

and min-conf are nonzero values provided by the user and 

their careful choice is crucial to the detection of sensible 

rules. The problem of mining association rules is 

decomposed into two steps: 

 
Table 1. Transaction Database 

Tid Items 

1 {pen, ink, milk, juice} 

2 {pen, ink, milk} 

3 {pen, milk} 

4 {pen, ink, juice} 

 

Table 2. Bit Matrix 

Tid Pen ink milk juice 

1 1 1 1 1 

2 1 1 1 0 

3 1 0 1 0 

4 1 1 0 1 

 

1. Discover the frequent item sets i.e. sets of item sets 

that have transaction support above user pre-defined 

min-supp. 

2. Use frequent item sets to generate association rules for 

the database. 

 

Example of frequent item set for above purchase 

database considering min-supp as 50% is given here 

L = {pen |  s(pen) > min-supp ;  

         ink | s(ink) > min-supp ;  

         milk | s(milk) > min-supp} 

Example of association rule derived is {pen → ink} 

because (pen V ink) is frequent i.e. s (pen V ink) ≥ min-

supp and confidence of rule is  

C (pen → ink) = s (pen V ink) / s (pen) = ¾ = 75% 

Overall performance of mining association rules is 

determined by the first step because after finding large 

item set the corresponding association rules can be 

derived in straightforward manner. Therefore this paper 

focuses on finding frequent item set using traditional and 

proposed algorithm of association rule mining. 

B. Traditional Apriori Algorithm 

The traditional Apriori algorithm [5] uses downward 

closure property which states that each subset of frequent 

item set must also be frequent. This algorithm was 

suggested by R. Aggrawal and R. Srikant in 1994 [18] 

and is one of the most important data mining algorithms. 

It uses a breadth first search approach, first finding all 

frequent 1-item set and then discovering frequent 2-

itemset and continues by finding increasingly larger 

frequent item sets. It is named so because it uses prior 

knowledge of frequent item set property. It takes database 

D of t transactions and min-supp threshold represented as 

fraction of t as input. Apriori generates all possible 

frequent item set L1, L2 L3…Lk as output. The algorithm 

proceeds iteratively. Item sets with single item are 

considered for generating frequent item set in the first 

pass. In the subsequent passes frequent item sets 

identified in the previous pass are extended with another 

item to generate frequent item sets. The algorithm 

terminates after k passes if no frequent k- item set is 

found. 

 

Fig. 1. Traditional Apriori algorithm. 

 

C. Outline of the Paper 

In this paper, the algorithmic aspect of association rule 

mining is discussed. During last two decades, variety of 

efficient algorithms has been developed to mine 

association rules. Hence Section 2 gives general survey of 

few of these algorithms. The proposed method of 

association rule mining along with example is discussed 

in Section 3. Furthermore Section 4 describes the 

performance evaluation of the proposed method of 

association rule mining and traditional Apriori algorithm. 

Finally conclusion is given in Section 5 with a short 

summary of our results. 

 

II. RELATED WORK 

Many efficient and scalable algorithms [28-35] have 

been developed for association rule mining in last two 

decades. These algorithms can be classified into three 

categories. i) Apriori like algorithms which uses 

candidate generation and test approach. ii) Frequent 

pattern growth based algorithms such as FP-growth. iii) 

Algorithms that use vertical database format. Huge 

Algorithm: Apriori Algorithm 

Input: D-Transactional Database, min-supp- Minimum Support 
Threshold 

Output: L- Large item set 
Begin 

Step 1: k =1 

Step 2: Find frequent item set Lk from Ck /* Ck is the set of all 
candidate item sets */  

 Scan database D and count each item set in Ck   
 If the count > min-supp then 

  Add that item set to Lk 

Step 3: Form Ck+1 from  Lk 

 For k = 1, C1 = all item sets of lengrth-1 

 For k >1, generate Ck from Lk-1 as 

Ck = k-2 way join of Lk-1 with itself;         /* joining step */ 

If both {I1 ,…,Ik-2 , Ik-1} and { I1 ,…,Ik-1 , Ik } are in L k-1     

then 
 Add {I1… Ik-2 , Ik-1, Ik } to Ck 

Remove {I1… Ik-2 , Ik-1, Ik } if it does not contain a large  
(k-1)  subset; /* prune step */ 

Step 4:  k = k + 1 

Step 5: Repeat steps 2, 3 and 4 until Ck is empty 

End 
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number of candidates and multiple scans of transaction 

database are the challenging issues for improvement of 

association rules algorithms. R. Agrawal, T. Imielinski 

and A. Swami [22] introduced AIS algorithm for 

association rule discovery over market basket data. It 

requires many passes over the database. Candidate item 

sets are generated where most of them turn out to be not 

frequent. Another algorithm SETM [11] was presented by 

M. Houtsma and A. Swami for the same task. It saves a 

copy of candidate item set together with transaction ID of 

the generating transaction. Like AIS it also generates 

candidate item sets based on transaction scans from the 

database. However the fundamental problem of SETM 

algorithm is size of candidate item sets together with 

transaction ID. In 1994, R. Agrawal and R. Srikant 

proposed the most popular Apriori algorithm for mining 

association rules [18]. It generates candidate item sets Ck 

in a pass k using only large item sets Lk-1 in the previous 

pass. The idea rests on the fact that any subset of a 

frequent item set must be frequent. AprioriTid [18] an 

improvement to Apriori algorithm also generates 

candidate item sets like Apriori algorithm. But database is 

not used for counting supports after first pass; rather 

vertical format of set Ck is used for this purpose. 

Repetitive scanning of transactional database and 

generation of large candidate item sets are the major 

drawbacks of Apriori like algorithms. So improvement to 

Apriori is essential concern. Different methods have been 

developed by different researchers in order to address the 

problem of repetitive scanning and generation of large 

candidate item sets. Savasere et al. [24] introduced 

Apriori like PARTITION algorithm to implement parallel 

processing of datasets and uses set intersections to 

determine support values. DHP using hash technique for 

partitioning to reduce repetitive scans of database is 

developed by J.S. Park et al. [7]. In 1997, new algorithm 

Eclat [13] was discovered by M. J. Zaki for fast discovery 

of association rules. Latter he studied the use of lattice 

theory and introduced an algorithm [12] based on vertical 

database format which performs significantly better than 

Apriori. DIC [23] is further variation of Apriori algorithm 

proposed by S.Brin et al. Prefix tree is employed for strict 

separation between counting and generating candidates. 

Interlocking support determination and candidate 

generation decreases the database scans. In 1998 C. C. 

Aggarwal and P.S. Yu [2] introduced a method, which 

uses adjacency among item sets and does not use vertical 

database format. In this method special threshold called 

primary threshold is defined. It avoids generating 

redundant association rules however it does not perform 

better for support thresholds lower than the primary 

threshold. CARMA [3] continuous association rule 

mining algorithm developed by C. Hidber allows user to 

change the support threshold and continuously displays 

the resulting association rules in first phase and in second 

phase it determines precise support of item sets to extract 

frequent item set. CARMA is faster than Apriori at very 

low support threshold only. New way of mining 

association rules using trie structure to preprocess the 

database was presented by A. Amir et al. [1]. It is based 

on Rymon’s set enumeration tree search. All transactions 

are mapped into trie structure with all support counts of 

items. Frequent item sets are generated by traversing trie 

structure using depth-first search. F. Coenen et al. [4] 

improved the method proposed by A. Amir et al. by 

considering trie structure that contains partial totals of the 

support counts of item sets. However it requires another 

step to sum up partial counts in order to obtain the actual 

support of an item set. Yew-Kwong Woon et al. [25] 

introduced an algorithm with structure called SOTrieIT 

(Support-ordered Trie Item set) for the fast discovery of 

frequent item set. The fast association rule mining 

algorithm for dynamic updated databases is proposed by 

Ni Tain-quan et al. [16] to overcome the difficulty of 

updating frequent item sets in the dynamic database. 

Many attempts have been done with bitmap techniques in 

the association rule algorithm [9, 10, 13-15, 17] to 

improve the performance to find association rules. 

Intersection and count operations of bitmap offer fast 

computation with efficient storage. The well known 

Frequent Pattern growth (FP-growth) algorithm [6] also 

gives good results. It maintains Frequent Pattern-tree (FP-

tree) of database. This generates frequent item set without 

generation of candidate item set and reduces multiple 

times scanning of database. It is compact as all infrequent 

items are removed and highly frequent items share nodes 

in the tree. The implementation of FP-tree is very much 

complex. Therefore FP-growth only gives better 

performance at low support thresholds. 

 

III. PROPOSED METHOD OF ASSOCIATION RULE MINING  

Like Apriori algorithm, initially transaction database D 

is represented by bit matrix in which each row 

corresponds to an item set for transaction and the 

columns correspond to the items. This transaction 

database D and user defined minimum support threshold 

are used as input to this algorithm. First, frequent item set 

with length one i.e. L1 is obtained from transaction 

database D. Then the pattern table is derived by using 

items in L1. The frequency for each pattern from pattern 

table is counted as logical AND of pattern with 

transactions in the database which gives output as true. 

The patterns having frequency count equal to zero are 

pruned. Next, k item sets (k >= 1) are used to generate 

(k+1) item sets. For each item set the support is 

calculated as sum of all frequency count of matched 

patterns from the pattern table and check if it is frequent. 

The procedure is repeated until no more frequent item set 

can be found. Algorithm is given in “Fig. 2” 

Working Example 

To illustrate the working of proposed method we used 

transactional database D shown in “Table 3”. The 

transactional database contains 15 transactions with an 

item set I = {A, B, C, D, E} of five items and bit matrix 

representation of D is given in “Table 4” 
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Fig. 2. Algorithm for proposed method of association rule mining. 

 

Table 3. Transaction Database Example 

Tid Items 

1 { A , B , E } 

2 { B , D } 

3 { B , C } 

4 { A , B , C , D } 

5 { A , C } 

6 { B , C } 

7 { B , C } 

8 { A , B , C } 

9 { A , B , C } 

10 { A , B , D } 

11 { A , B , C } 

12 { B , C } 

13 { A , B , D } 

14 { A , B , C } 

15 { B , C } 

 

 

Table 4. Bit Matrix Representation 

Tid A B C D E 

1 1 1 0 0 1 

2 0 1 0 1 0 

3 0 1 1 0 0 

4 1 1 1 1 0 

5 1 0 1 0 0 

6 0 1 1 0 0 

7 0 1 1 0 0 

8 1 1 1 0 0 

9 1 1 1 0 0 

10 1 1 0 1 0 

11 1 1 1 0 0 

12 0 1 1 0 0 

13 1 1 0 1 0 

14 1 1 1 0 0 

15 0 1 1 0 0 

 

Initially, consider the candidate item set of size one C1 

and scan the database to determine the support i.e. 

occurrence count of each item of C1. Take item A as an 

example. Support of A is 9 as occurrence count of A is 9 

in transaction database. The support of each item is 

compared with predefined minimum support threshold i.e. 

min-supp. Here min-supp is considered as 15%. Since the 

support of items A, B, C and D are respectively larger 

than the predefined min-supp, these four items are 

considered as frequent and added in the frequent 1-

itemset L1 shown in “Table 5”. Further pattern table 

(“Table 6”) is generated by extending all items in L1 with 

all other items from L1. The frequency for each pattern 

from pattern table is counted as logical AND of pattern 

with transactions in the database which gives output as 

true. The patterns having frequency count equal to zero 

are pruned. Hence patterns P3, P6 and P9 from “Table 6” 

are pruned. Next, frequent -2 item set L2 is obtained using 

L1 and pattern table. For each item set from L2 the 

support is calculated as sum of all frequency count of 

matched patterns from the pattern table and check if it is 

frequent. Matched patterns are found as logical AND of 

item set with each patterns in the pattern table which 

gives output as the item set itself. The item set having 

support count greater than user defined minimum support 

threshold (min-supp) are considered as frequent item set. 

Taking item set {A B} as an example, P1, P7, P8 and P10 

are found as matched patterns. Therefore sum of support 

counts of all these patterns is counted as support value of 

item set {A B} which is frequent item set as it satisfies 

min-supp condition. Item sets {A B}, {A C}, {A D}, {B 

C} and {B D} obtained from L1 are frequent as their 

support counts are respectively larger than pre-defined 

mini-supp. These five items sets are added to L2. Same 

procedure is repeated to obtain frequent 3-item set L3 

using L2 and pattern table. Item sets {A B C} and {A B D} 

are found to be frequent hence added to L3. It is found 

that L4 is empty and it is impossible to generate a 

frequent item set with length five L5. Since no more 

Input:        D: Transaction Database, min_sup : user defined 
minimum support . 

Output:      L: frequent feature set , R: Association Rules 
Begin 

Step 1: For each item, count the occurrence from transactional 
database and add it to frequent one item set L1 if it satisfies 

minimum support constraint. 

Step 2: P = Generate_ Pattern_Table (L1) 
Step 3: For each i in P do 

Assign N = 0 
For each j in D do 

      flag = Pi AND  Dj 

      If flag is True Then N++ 
End for 

Assign Pi.Count = N 
If Pi.Count = 0 then ignore Pi 

End for 

Step 4: k = 2 
Step 5: Lk+1 = Ø; 

Step 6: Ck+1 = Generate_Candidate_Itemset(Lk); 
Step 7: For each j in Ck+1 do 

Count = 0;  

For each i in P do 
       If match found (Pi. pattern, j) is True then 

       Count = Count +  Pi.Count 
  End for 

If Count >= min-sup then Lk+1 = {j} 

End for 
Step 8: Set k= k +1; Repeat steps 5 to 8 until no more frequent 

item set is found i.e. Lk+1 = null 
Step 9: L = Ù Lk 

Step 10: R = Ø 

Step 11: For each l from Lk do 
For each x in l do 

R = R U {x => (l - x)} 
End for 

End for 

End 
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frequent item sets can be found the mining process is 

terminated. Frequent 2-item set and frequent 3-item set 

are given in “Table 7” and “Table 8” respectively. 

Frequent item set = L1 Ù L2 Ù L3. 

Frequent item set = {A, B, C, D, {A B}, {A C}, {A D}, 

{B C}, {B D}, A B C}, {A B D}} 

Total Number of items in Frequent item set = 11 

 

Table 5. Frequent 1-ItemSet L1 

Feature Count 

A 9 

B 14 

C 11 

D 4 

Table 6. Pattern Table 

PID Pattern Items TID Count 

  A B C D   

P1 {A B} 1 1 0 0 1 1 

P2 {A C} 1 0 1 0 5 1 

P3 {A D} 1 0 0 1 Nil 0 

P4 {B C} 0 1 1 0 3,6,7,12,15 5 

P5 {B D} 0 1 0 1 2 1 

P6 {C D} 0 0 1 1 Nil 0 

P7 {A B C} 1 1 1 0 8,9,11,14 4 

P8 {A B D} 1 1 0 1 10,13 2 

P9 {B C D} 0 1 1 1 Nil 0 

P10 {A B C D} 1 1 1 1 4 1 

 

Table 7. Frequent 2-ItemSet L2 

Item Set Occurrence Count 

{A B} P1 +P7 + P8 + P10 08 

{A C} P2+ P7+P10 06 

{A D} P8+P10 03 

{B C} P4+P7+P10 10 

{B D} P5+P8+P10 04 

 

Table 8. Frequent 3-ItemSet L3 

Item Set Occurrence Count 

{A B C} P7+P10 05 

{A B D} P8+P10 03 

 

Association rules are derived using this frequent item 

set. Sample rules are shown in “Table 9”. Confidence is 

calculated for each rule to decide strength of implication. 

It is desirable to consider only those rules as strong rules 

having confidence closer to one. These rules can be 

further evaluated to obtain valuable knowledge. 

 

Table 9. Sample Association Rules  

Sr. No. Association Rule Confidence 

1 A B → C 0.625 

2 A C  → B 0.833 

3 B C  → A 0.5 

4 A  → B C 0.55 

5 B  → A C 0.35 

6 C  → A B 0.45 

7 A B → D 0.37 

8 A D → B 1 

9 B D → A 0.75 

10 A → B D 0.33 

11 B → A D 0.21 

12 D → A B 0.75 

 

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION  

Both Apriori and proposed algorithm of association 

rule mining are applied to transaction database given in 

“Table 3” with user define minimum support threshold as 

15% and analyzed their performance as shown in “Table 

10”.  

 
Table 10. Performance Evaluation- Apriori Vs Proposed Algorithm 

Method Large Item Set No. of Items No of database scans 

Apriori Algorithm 
{A,B,C,D,{A,B},{A,C}, {A,D}, 

{B,C},{B,D}, {A,B,C}{A,B,D}} 
11 04 

Proposed Algorithm 
using pattern generation 

{A,B,C,D,{A,B},{A,C}, {A,D}, 
{B,C},{B,D}, {A,B,C}{A,B,D}} 

11 02 

 

It is found that behavior of the proposed method is 

much more similar to Apriori algorithm with reduction in 

multiple times scanning of database. Apriori algorithm 

uses iterative search. It is simple and easy to implement 

also. But there are some shortcomings 
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1. To generate frequent item set with length k, the 

database should be scanned for k times and system I/O 

load is high which affects the performance of Apriori 

algorithm. To improve the performance, the proposed 

method adopts simple and fast boolean operations for 

pattern generation to replace complex computations 

required for generation of frequent item set. This results 

reduction in multiple times scanning of transaction 

database.  

2. With increasing amount of records Apriori algorithm 

takes longer time to generate frequent item set as 

compared with proposed method. Experiment is carried 

out with increase number of records by 50 for fixed 5 

items. 

 
Table 11. Performance Evaluation- Apriori Vs Proposed Algorithm 

No of records 

Apriori 

Algorithm 

(Time in Sec) 

Proposed 

Algorithm 

(Time in Sec) 

100 35 6 

150 53 9 

200 71 12 

250 88 14 

300 105 17 

 

 

Fig. 3. Graph 1 :No. of  Records Vs. Time 

 

3. If minimum support threshold set to high, data 

covered will be less and less associations can be formed. 

If minimum support set to low, data covered will be more 

and many associations can be formed.  

“Table 12” shows comparative study for 15 

transactions with increase in user defined minimum 

support threshold. 

 
Table 12. Performance Evaluation- Apriori Vs Proposed Algorithm 

Minimum 

Support 

No. of iterations 

required 

( Apriori Algorithm) 

No. of iterations 

required 

(Proposed Algorithm) 

15% 360 225 

30% 184 115 

60% 184 115 

75% 104 90 

80% 104 90 

 

Fig. 4. Graph 2 :No. of  Iterations Vs. Minimum Support 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

In this paper a novel association rule mining algorithm 

based on pattern generation is proposed and manifests 

good performance in the preliminary experiment. It 

doesn’t need complex computation to deal with frequent 

item set generation process. The proposed method adopts 

the simple and fast boolean operations for pattern 

generation to discover frequent feature set. We evaluated 

the performance of proposed method with traditional 

Apriori algorithm. Result shows that behavior of the 

proposed method is much more similar to Apriori 

Algorithm with significantly reduced I/O overhead due to 

reduction in repetitive passes over transaction database. 
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